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Understand the flow of information from theUnderstand the flow of information from the
Builder Site to the Application Site viaBuilder Site to the Application Site via
Permissions on the Admin SitePermissions on the Admin Site

The Builder siteBuilder site is where you create and set up all of your Event forms (a questionnaire/test
that you capture and monitor regularly), Profile forms (profile information that does not
chnage often), databases and optimise how each field in that form is used in the actual
application.

The Administration siteAdministration site allows you to give users access to the event forms, profile forms,
databases that you create. Regardless of how you set up your forms, if a users doesn't have
access they cannot use the form. You ALSO give permissions to all of the different system
permissions and modules (e.g the sidebar, the athlete history module etc)

The Application siteApplication site (Main site all users access) is where users actually enters data into the
system, access data that has been entered for athletes and use the different modules
available to them.

Before you begin developing your site and creating forms youBefore you begin developing your site and creating forms you
need to understand how the three different sites relate.need to understand how the three different sites relate.
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As a builder you will have access to three different Sites Addresses.

You use the same login (username and password) to access the Builder, Administration and
Application (Main site).

The sites all use the same starting link and then different addresses stipulate where you can
access.

ONLY a Builder licence can access the Builder site (to create forms and manage the application).

A Builder and/or an Administration Licence can access the Administration site to manage users
and access to data, users and system modules.

All other users will only be able to access the main site.

The addresses will look like this:

Builder Site:Builder Site: https://my.smartabase.com/sitename/builder

Administration Site:Administration Site: https://my.smartabase.com/sitename/admin

Main Site:Main Site: https://my.smartabase.com/sitename

To install the software and work on-line and/or offline from a installed version* (with the same
level of security) users can download the site.

https://my.smartabase.com/sitename/installhttps://my.smartabase.com/sitename/install

* This is only available for the application (main site), not for access to the Builder Site or
Adminstration site.
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The Builder Site is where all of the data capture forms (EventThe Builder Site is where all of the data capture forms (Event
forms, Profile forms and Databases) are created. The data flowforms, Profile forms and Databases) are created. The data flow
and background colours that appear for each field and even theand background colours that appear for each field and even the
performance summary dashboards are set up here as wellperformance summary dashboards are set up here as well

The builder site is where you create all of your events:The builder site is where you create all of your events:

Event Pages (the data capture pages for all of your data) (see the image in the step below for an
example of different event forms that have been created)

Profile Pages (data that doesn't change over time)

Set up colours performance bands for the event forms (Performance Standards) and
automated feedback (Performance Explanations)

Set up Performance Reports based on the athletes Key Performance Information (Performance
Summary Reports)

Build Databases that are added into Event and Profile forms

Edit the Application Details and Colours (the site location, and the colours and layout)
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You can create forms to track almost any kind of data using theYou can create forms to track almost any kind of data using the
Form builder (shown in the image here)Form builder (shown in the image here)

On the Builder you can create as many event forms as youOn the Builder you can create as many event forms as you
require. Then to access them on the application, you need torequire. Then to access them on the application, you need to
set up access to them using the Administration Siteset up access to them using the Administration Site

These forms have all been created on the Events Pages in the builder. For each form that you
create, you specify the type of data you capture, if you want it to be charted etc.
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You create as many forms as you require, but you may only want Coaches to access the sprint
testing data, and the S and C coaches to access the Strength testing forms. Permissions to
access these forms is set from the Administration site.Administration site.

The access to each event/profile forms and the modules (e.g.The access to each event/profile forms and the modules (e.g.
Excel Reports, Athlete History Module etc) that can be used onExcel Reports, Athlete History Module etc) that can be used on
the Application Site is set by Roles in the administration Site.the Application Site is set by Roles in the administration Site.

Every Event Forms, Profile Forms and Databases are ONLY accessible on the application once
Permission has been given for a users to access these through the Role that the user is in.

You can create multiple types of Roles and each one is set up toYou can create multiple types of Roles and each one is set up to
reflect the unique access needs of that type of userreflect the unique access needs of that type of user
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You specify which type of user has access to which forms using the Data Permissions in the
Roles

Within EACH Role you set access (read, write and delete) toWithin EACH Role you set access (read, write and delete) to
some or all of the Events and Profile Forms that you create onsome or all of the Events and Profile Forms that you create on
the Builder.the Builder.

The example here shows that this user has access to read, write and delete all of the forms
shown in their Data permissions. When they login to their application, these forms and any data
stored in them for the athletes that they have access to, will be available on their enter data
page, reports, athlete history, profile reports etc.
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Administration Site-Groups: Each User is also assigned to be aAdministration Site-Groups: Each User is also assigned to be a
user IN a group (athlete), or as a Coach OF a group (staff). Thisuser IN a group (athlete), or as a Coach OF a group (staff). This
set whether they can access only their own data or an entireset whether they can access only their own data or an entire
group of athlete's data.group of athlete's data.
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Application Site: Any events that a user has been give writeApplication Site: Any events that a user has been give write
access to will be available to enter data into on the Enter Dataaccess to will be available to enter data into on the Enter Data
module. The events are based on their permissions they aremodule. The events are based on their permissions they are
given in their Role/Roles permissions.given in their Role/Roles permissions.

The image shows all of the different types of forms that the user can access because they have
been given permission to enter in this data on their Role.
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The System permissions (Modules) that a user access on theThe System permissions (Modules) that a user access on the
Application Site are also set using the Roles in theApplication Site are also set using the Roles in the
Administration site.Administration site.

When a user who has been added to a specific role logs in to the application they will have
access to the modules that are in their Permissions (as shown in the image below). The
numbers in the image here correspond with the modules they have access to in the image in
the step below.

On the application the System Permissions that are issued in aOn the application the System Permissions that are issued in a
users Role/Roles (on the Administration Site) are available forusers Role/Roles (on the Administration Site) are available for
the users to use when they login.the users to use when they login.
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The numbers in the image here for the different modules shows some of the System
permissions that a users is given on the Role (shown in the image in the step above).

Users will ONLY be able to access the athlete's data they theyUsers will ONLY be able to access the athlete's data they they
have been given permission for view (e.g. as a coach of ahave been given permission for view (e.g. as a coach of a
group), and athletes can only access their own data.group), and athletes can only access their own data.

Remember that EACH change you make to an event form,Remember that EACH change you make to an event form,
profile form or database in the BUILDER site, will be instantlyprofile form or database in the BUILDER site, will be instantly
applied to that event, profile, database in the actualapplied to that event, profile, database in the actual
application.. even if a user is logged into the siteapplication.. even if a user is logged into the site
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As soon as you make a change on the Builder to an event form, profile form or database andAs soon as you make a change on the Builder to an event form, profile form or database and
save the change, those changes will be applied immediately to the application.save the change, those changes will be applied immediately to the application.

If you are updating existing forms that have data saved for them, always make the changes at
the lowest possible usage times.

If you are creating new forms and no users have access, make these changes at any time.
However, when you sign off the form and give users access only make changes when you know
there is no risk of data being lost.
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10 Point Checklist when you10 Point Checklist when you
build your formsbuild your forms
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The Builder Check ListThe Builder Check List

Each time you create a form, you need to consider the following:

How will the question fields and data look on the data entry page?

How will the form look when you open it again once it has been entered?

Which fields do you need to pull through to show in the athlete history page, and do any of
these need to be graphed?

Which fields have you selected to pull through as summary fields into the sidebar, or the
Profile Reports?

Which fields are important for setting up Performance Summary Dashboards, Performance
Alerts?

When you create an Event form or a Profile form, you ALWAYS need to look beyondWhen you create an Event form or a Profile form, you ALWAYS need to look beyond
whether it captures the correct datain the data entry page,whether it captures the correct datain the data entry page, and think about how it will lookand think about how it will look
on each of the modules in the application.on each of the modules in the application.

This is an example of a form that needs additional optimisationThis is an example of a form that needs additional optimisation
on the builder.on the builder.

All forms should be designed to capture all of your information. The most important task of a
builder is being able to choose (in conjunction with your technical lead) which fields are the
most important to show through into the athlete history and reports pages by default. Some
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event form capture upwards of 300 fields. If 300 fields are set to show in the table you will not
be able to focus on the important fields out of the form.

1. In your Event Form set the most important fields (8-10 fields1. In your Event Form set the most important fields (8-10 fields
from your form) as default show in tables, and set ALL otherfrom your form) as default show in tables, and set ALL other
field to default show in tables=false. You can also set 1-2 fieldsfield to default show in tables=false. You can also set 1-2 fields
as Summary fields and/or 1-2 fields as Calendar Summary fieldsas Summary fields and/or 1-2 fields as Calendar Summary fields
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2. For EACH field/question set up as much detail as possible:2. For EACH field/question set up as much detail as possible:
e.g. higher values are best, format:0.00, default values, rowe.g. higher values are best, format:0.00, default values, row
width and ALWAYS abbreviate long field nameswidth and ALWAYS abbreviate long field names

The more detail you give each field the better you are able to use the system and enhance a
users ability to rapidly interpret the data and use the system features like ranking on the
reports, the performance summary dashboards, the performance standards etc.
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3. Set up the Sections properties: If setting up visibility filters3. Set up the Sections properties: If setting up visibility filters
speeds up data entry then hide questions that are not needed.speeds up data entry then hide questions that are not needed.
Think about what section layout settings you can use to take upThink about what section layout settings you can use to take up
less room and have it clearer on the pageless room and have it clearer on the page

Always check that the question fields and the sections take up the least amount of space.
Always try and optimise:

-question size

-space- can you fit in a 1-2 column layout for the questions in that section. Are you text fields
the correct size

-visibility- if you can hide questions or entire section that do not need answering until other
fields are entered set these up

What is the optimal Section layout.. small with tool tip, or large or vertically aligned?
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4. Set up the Form Properties: Do you need to print, lock etc?4. Set up the Form Properties: Do you need to print, lock etc?

Go to the Form Properties and ensure that the buttons at the bottom of the event page, fit with
the type of data you are entering.

If you are entering a strength and conditioning session, you would have save as draft, and save
and close.

If you are entering speed tests, you would have save and enter another to quickly enter data for
one player and then enter for another athlete

If you are entering medical data, you would usually only have save and lock and save and close.
This would be lockable only after all of the required fields are entered, or a specific status (e.g
availability) is met.
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5. Preview what you have created using the Preview button5. Preview what you have created using the Preview button

Always do a preview and check the calculations, table calculations, visibility settings, questions,
number formats, max and min values etc.

6. Give permission on the Administration site to the event or6. Give permission on the Administration site to the event or
profile form (and any other forms or database that link intoprofile form (and any other forms or database that link into
that form)that form)
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7. Go to the Application site and Enter in new data into that7. Go to the Application site and Enter in new data into that
event/profile. Check that the fields appear correctly, are they offevent/profile. Check that the fields appear correctly, are they off
the side of the page, are they spelled correctly. Have you giventhe side of the page, are they spelled correctly. Have you given
yourself all of the necessary permissions?yourself all of the necessary permissions?

The example here shows that lower values are best has not been set for weight as there is no
red arrow on the right of the page showing an increase.

The database hasn't been given access to the user on the Admin site for the medication
database.

Some of the fields haven't been hidden.

Remember, it is always critical to test the form out by entering and then SAVING the data to see
how it performs on the data entry page, AND on the athlete history page (in the step below).
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8. Look at the athlete history, sidebar, calendar AND recent8. Look at the athlete history, sidebar, calendar AND recent
entries page to see how the data is displayed. Are theentries page to see how the data is displayed. Are the
abbreviations OK, are the column widths optimal?abbreviations OK, are the column widths optimal?

This image here shows that there are too many fields set as summary fields (and the ones
showing are not the most critical). There are also too many fields showing in the athlete history
table for that form and they are not important fields -e.g. date of entry, age at monitoring
should be hidden (as shown in step 10 below). These need to be reset again to default show in
table = false and summary field =false on the builder in the event form builder.
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9. To test your form also Run a Summary Report, set up a9. To test your form also Run a Summary Report, set up a
Report on the Reports page with some filters, and also CheckReport on the Reports page with some filters, and also Check
that Excel Reports/Report templates can be adhered to usingthat Excel Reports/Report templates can be adhered to using
the current form structurethe current form structure

Depending on the modules that you have access to and are going to use the data in, always
enter in 2-3 entries for an event using the enter data button and then test out how the system
responds. Use the performance summary dashboards, the reports, the profiles etc to ensure
the correct fields are being pulled through.

The example here shows that the correct fields are being pulled through into the Performance
Profile Report.
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10. Make any necessary changes back on the builder and then10. Make any necessary changes back on the builder and then
run through step 1-9 again.. Spending time getting it right willrun through step 1-9 again.. Spending time getting it right will
save time later on and ensure users can track, access andsave time later on and ensure users can track, access and
actually use their data well.actually use their data well.

An event form that is optimised for users, and an athlete history page, sidebar that are all set
up correctly, significantly improve the way data is entered, viewed and interpretedsignificantly improve the way data is entered, viewed and interpreted. Your
responsibility as a builder is to create Event forms and Profile forms and to set up the fields and
field properties to ensure you capture the data that is required, and most importantly, enable
users to rapidly compare, interpret and use the data to improve performance.
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Testing, getting sign off andTesting, getting sign off and
then making each formthen making each form
available for the correct Usersavailable for the correct Users
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Using a Technical Lead and getting sign off forUsing a Technical Lead and getting sign off for
the data capture forms you createthe data capture forms you create

Once you have created a form and have gone through the 10 point check,nd have gone through the 10 point check, now you need to
test that event form with the Technical lead (e.g. a head Physiotherapist or a head Strength
and Conditioning coach) that you are developing the form for.

1. Show them the form one to one on your login. Have a brief1. Show them the form one to one on your login. Have a brief
run through to check the fields, field names, and the importantrun through to check the fields, field names, and the important
summary fields etc by entering in test data for a test athletesummary fields etc by entering in test data for a test athlete

2. Make any preliminary changes to the form fields and2. Make any preliminary changes to the form fields and
properties in the Builderproperties in the Builder
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3. Set up a login and a role (and then test that ) for the technical3. Set up a login and a role (and then test that ) for the technical
lead so they can access that form (and any forms that link to it,lead so they can access that form (and any forms that link to it,
or databases that are included in it) and send the login to themor databases that are included in it) and send the login to them
with access detailswith access details

Set up a login to the site, and ensure their role gives them the correct permissions to the form
and to enter data for some test athletes. It is a very good idea to login first using their loginIt is a very good idea to login first using their login
details and check that you have got the login details, athletes and permissions correct firstdetails and check that you have got the login details, athletes and permissions correct first
before giving it to thembefore giving it to them
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4. Get them to login and enter data as though they were4. Get them to login and enter data as though they were
entering for an actual athlete. They must enter a minimum ofentering for an actual athlete. They must enter a minimum of
three entries to get a feel for the data capture, athlete history,three entries to get a feel for the data capture, athlete history,
sidebar modules.sidebar modules.

Testing often works better if they can test out the form on another colleague who is in their
specialty area, or if they enter in data from a real athlete for the test athletes.

Remember: the form MUST be tested in exactly the same work flow that would occur with anRemember: the form MUST be tested in exactly the same work flow that would occur with an
athlete. E.g.athlete. E.g. an injury form must be able to be entered, saved and then opened and updatedan injury form must be able to be entered, saved and then opened and updated
with SOAP notes, dates of return to play and then saved and locked once they are fullywith SOAP notes, dates of return to play and then saved and locked once they are fully
recovered. This could take 2-3 months with upwards of 15 soap tables notes.recovered. This could take 2-3 months with upwards of 15 soap tables notes. They won't need
to take a month to enter the data, but they need to be able to enter in test data across different
dates in the form (similar to how they record their data).
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5. Get them to document any changes (written or e-mailed) and5. Get them to document any changes (written or e-mailed) and
then update the form accordingly (you can do this with the leadthen update the form accordingly (you can do this with the lead
beside you to speed up the process). Then get them to test thebeside you to speed up the process). Then get them to test the
form again by entering in new data or updating the existing testform again by entering in new data or updating the existing test
datadata

Once they are happy with the form, ask for an e-mail confirming sign off... It is always best
practice to have them acknowledge that it is complete at this stage. You can make changes later
if needed, but a confirmation helps them see that it is ready as well.

6. After confirmation of the form and data flow, have another6. After confirmation of the form and data flow, have another
session with the technical lead to go over any performancesession with the technical lead to go over any performance
standards, performance alerts or front page reports (e.g. injurystandards, performance alerts or front page reports (e.g. injury
reports or actions to compete) that need to be set upreports or actions to compete) that need to be set up
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7. Now set up access to that form for other users on the system7. Now set up access to that form for other users on the system
who require it by setting up new users and roles, or adding thewho require it by setting up new users and roles, or adding the
event form into an existing role that also needs access to thisevent form into an existing role that also needs access to this
form.form.
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Going "Live" with the site.Going "Live" with the site.
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The 9 Step guide to sending out loginThe 9 Step guide to sending out login
informationinformation

Once you have followed the 10 point Builder checklist athe 10 point Builder checklist and have Sign Off from the technical
lead/s you are ready for sending out the login information.

1. Login into the actual site and double check the forms, data1. Login into the actual site and double check the forms, data
flow etc by entering in data for a test group of athletes. If youflow etc by entering in data for a test group of athletes. If you
can't work out the data flow, your users won't be able to either!!can't work out the data flow, your users won't be able to either!!
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2. Set up your Groups and Roles so that your group structure is2. Set up your Groups and Roles so that your group structure is
exactly as you require it, and so each user can access the rightexactly as you require it, and so each user can access the right
athletes (groups), events (data permissions) and modulesathletes (groups), events (data permissions) and modules
(system permissions)(system permissions)

3. Import your athletes into the system into their role/s and3. Import your athletes into the system into their role/s and
group/s, or add existing athletes on the system into the correctgroup/s, or add existing athletes on the system into the correct
Groups and RolesGroups and Roles

If you are importing, double check the case and spelling of the roles compared to those on the
Admin Site

4. Import you professionals into the system and ensure they4. Import you professionals into the system and ensure they
have access to the correct Groups, or add existing staff ashave access to the correct Groups, or add existing staff as
Coaches to Groups and ensure they have the correct Role/sCoaches to Groups and ensure they have the correct Role/s
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If you are importing, double check the case and spelling of the roles compared to those on the
Admin Site

5. ALWAYS give each professional access to an extra "Test5. ALWAYS give each professional access to an extra "Test
Group" of athletes so they can enter in testing data. Login usingGroup" of athletes so they can enter in testing data. Login using
a user's login details to test the access they have, and set upa user's login details to test the access they have, and set up
any necessary front page reportsany necessary front page reports

To become familiar with the system, we always suggest giving each Staff/Professional access to
a test group of athletes where they can learn the data flow, test the form and understand the
system before they start entering data for their actual athletes.

6. Write out your Welcome and Login information detailing why6. Write out your Welcome and Login information detailing why
the site was created, the address, their login details, privacy andthe site was created, the address, their login details, privacy and
data protection act requirements, and who to contact if theydata protection act requirements, and who to contact if they
need assistanceneed assistance
Dear User,

Welcome to the first version of the on-line and off-line Performance Monitoring Software.Welcome to the first version of the on-line and off-line Performance Monitoring Software.

The programme has been created by ___________to enable you to track important aspect of your
athletes' ______________ information. The software has been designed in conjunction with
________ to enable you to safely store, track and monitor your athlete's _______ information. The
forms have been developed to accommodate the information that you track, and some of the
forms may need to be updated to better reflect your data capture and reporting processes. You
will need to liaise with ___________ if you have any queries about the actual data that is captured.

1.Your Account1.Your Account
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A new account has been created for you on the on-line SMARTABASE system. You can login on-
line using a Chrome (preferred option), Firefox or an Internet Explorer Internet Browser from
anywhere with internet access. Access is only available over an encrypted connection so you
must type in “https://” to access the system. This provides a secure link that has the same level
of data security as a bank. An installed version is also available for you to use.

2. Login Information:2. Login Information:

Access your system using: https://my.smartabase.com/sitename

Your Login: alice.samson

Your Password: ashyi2876

Kindly note that the application name (https://my.smartabase.com/sitename), your username
and your password are all case sensitive (e.g. lowercase).

Please save this email for future reference because it contains important login instructions. If
you encounter any difficulties while logging in, please contact us at help@smartabase.com

3. Important Security Information:3. Important Security Information:

The information that you store on the system is valuable. It is your responsibility to keep your
password safe and secure. If you think that your password has been breached immediately e-
mail Smartabase help@smartabase.com

You will be able enter and access information for a test group of players to become familiar
with the system, and the groups of players that you are responsible for recording data for.

Each time you login on-line, you MUST logout at the end of each session. The installed version
simply needs to be closed.

4. Privacy4. Privacy

Your information will be stored on the ____servers in the _____ and will only be shared with
other staff who have access to your athletes' data. The data will only be used in conjunction
with the Terms of Service and will not be shared with anyone else. Profiler is registered with the
UK Data protection act and your use of the software needs to comply with this act.

5. What Next?

- Login to the system and enter in data using the Enter Data button for the test athlete group
that you have access to ____________will initially liaise with you to discuss your feedback about
the system and take you through it if required. If additional changes are required to forms or
fields then these will be made through______

- Help Documentation is available on the link at the top right of the site.

- Access the Help button- on the left of the website you will always have access to a “help”
button where you can enter in any questions directly.
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-If you notice that you are accessing the wrong groups of athletes, please e-mail
help@smartabase.com immediately.

Best wishes, the ____________ and the Smartabase/Profiler Team.

7. Send out logins via e-mail, or give them to each users7. Send out logins via e-mail, or give them to each users
individually if you are having a group training sessionindividually if you are having a group training session
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8. Ensure each user knows how to login, change their password,8. Ensure each user knows how to login, change their password,
enter data for the test group and how to change to their actualenter data for the test group and how to change to their actual
athletes when they become familiar with the system.athletes when they become familiar with the system.

If you are sending out Performance Alerts for a users via text alerts, you MUST check that each
user has entered in their mobile phone number accurately. If they haven't another person may
receive confidential alerts!!!!

9. Send out a follow up e-mail within 1-2 weeks to see how the9. Send out a follow up e-mail within 1-2 weeks to see how the
users are progressing and check if they need help.users are progressing and check if they need help.
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Security information, LocationSecurity information, Location
of Data storage and Licenceof Data storage and Licence
Structure and RenewalStructure and Renewal
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Data storage location, transfer and storageData storage location, transfer and storage
limits and securitylimits and security

Your data will be hosted using one of the following options:

1. Cloud hosted – your data is hosted on a SMARTABASE server stored in the Amazon
simple storage network. 95% of SMARTABASE customers use this option.

2. Self hosted – your organisation provides a dedicated server to house your SMARTABASE
application and data.

3. Combination hosted – your SMARTABASE system and most data is cloud hosted, but
some data (such as large video files) is hosted locally on your server.

The Cloud: SMARTABASE utilise one of the most secure hostingThe Cloud: SMARTABASE utilise one of the most secure hosting
infrastructures to store your data safely and in a location toinfrastructures to store your data safely and in a location to
help meet your data protection needs.help meet your data protection needs.
Smartabase use the Amazon's infrastructure to securely host and store your valuable data.
Hosting centres are available globally in the USA, UK and Asia. Additional sites are being set up
by Amazon and will be available in the future. Amazon is currently estimated to store over 102
Billion objects and it is used by companies such as Plaxo, Dropbox, and for Amazon’s own
global e-commerce network

You MUST choose the storage location based upon your data protection requirements. E.g if
you are UK based company you MUST store your data in the UK to meet the data protection act
(for more on data protection requirements see the Data Protection lesson in this manual).

Up Times and Availability for Amazon and For SMARTABASEUp Times and Availability for Amazon and For SMARTABASE
AmazonAmazon

Amazon is designed to provide 99.999999999% durability and 99.99% availability of objects
over a given year and the concurrent loss of data in two facilities.

• Objects redundantly stored on multiple devices across multiple facilities in an Amazon S3
Region

• PUT and COPY operations synchronously store your data across multiple facilities before
returning SUCCESS.
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• Data is regularly checked and verified using CHECKSUMS, for stored data, and during upload
and download.

If you store 10,000 data objects on Amazon, statistically speaking you can expect to lose one of
those objects every 10 million years

SMARTABASESMARTABASE

Smartabase uptime is based on providing you with continuous access to your system. If the
SMARTABASE site is unavailable for any reason (as a result of Amazon, your internet connect, or
the SMARTABASE software) users can login offline to enter data or run reports on their installed
version.

Additional information on Up time percentages is available on the SMARTABASE SLA
documentation available at the bottom of the SMARTABASE site.

What type of security do you have when you transfer data toWhat type of security do you have when you transfer data to
and from the system?and from the system?
All data flow in/out of system is encrypted using 128 bit SSL – the same security as used for
internet banking transactions

Approved for HIPAA-Compliant Medical Data Applications and for the Data Protection Act in the
UK

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) of Protection is used to protect your information using both server
authentication and data encryption. This means your data is safe, secure, and available only to
registered Users in your organisation with a Licence to your Site.

Data is also encrypted on your installed version and it cannot be accessed without the correct
username and password.

Self Hosting for some customersSelf Hosting for some customers
A small number of customers self-host, mainly due to their internal IT policies

To do this you need:

* dedicated server or partition (4Gb+ ram) with large disks in a mirrored raid configuration

* virtualisation method – depending on your infrastructure

* A VPN between your network and ours needs to be set up (you can lock down the IP to our
static IP) and then we install a virtual machine image of our server to configure and manage
your site via SSH or remote desktop.
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Storage and Transfer are allocated per professional user, withStorage and Transfer are allocated per professional user, with
11Gb's per year included as part of each professional's yearly11Gb's per year included as part of each professional's yearly
licence fee (Amazon Hosting)licence fee (Amazon Hosting)
• With Cloud based hosting, each professional license (coach, coach/admin or builder/admin) is
allocated 11Gb of storage (cumulative) and transfer per year

• Additional storage/transfer is billed at US50c/Gb. This is charged when your organisation
exceeds your cumulative allocation of Gb's. Few customers ever come close to their data limit.

• The only sites likely to approach this data limit are those uploading largelarge amount of video or
time series data files. For these data types, the customer may also store these files on another
server, and link to the files rather than upload into SMARTABASE

• Alternatively, customer may sign up for their own Amazon S3 account, which you need to
maintain

• We can discuss all of these options with you and come up with the best plan based on your
use.

Additional Bandwidth is available to store/transfer largeAdditional Bandwidth is available to store/transfer large
volumes of data if/when you need itvolumes of data if/when you need it
Some very large systems (with 1000’s of users) may require additional levels of bandwidth and
large storage volumes: For example, a site where hundreds of users are expected to
concurrently (all at one time)concurrently (all at one time) access the server for large files (e.g. video) would require this.

The AMAZON EC2 (Elastic Computing Cloud) offers complete scalability solutions for these sites
on a casual (event based) or permanent basis, and we can organise this for you as long as you
inform us of this. For more information on the EC2 services contact Fusion Sport or your
distributor

.

Ownership of the Data and Access to the DataOwnership of the Data and Access to the Data
SMARTABASE stores the Data that is entered, or imported on your instruction and this remainsremains
your property.your property. SMARTABASE will not use nor make available for use any of this information
without the written permission of the Users. The data entered, or imported on instruction is
only accessible to the approved Users within the Organisation (set up by your Administrator)
who need a username and password to access the site and data.

Data Export: You can export your data out of the software at any time from your Site.
Additionally, on request, we can provide a nominated person or Administrator in your
organisation with a full export of the data that you or other Users of your Site have entered.
This means you have access to all of your data, no matter what.
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The Importance of your Administration Licence: Access andThe Importance of your Administration Licence: Access and
security to specific type of entry forms and athlete's datasecurity to specific type of entry forms and athlete's data
The Administrator has full control over who is given Access to be a User and who has Access to
other Users Data and the Modules on the Site.

Access to usersAccess to users

Hierarchical access can be set to ensure there is internal security between Users. For example,
an Athlete can only view and enter their own Data, a Coach can enter and view information for
User group A, and a Selector or Manager can view information for User group A, B and C.

Access to data for those usersAccess to data for those users

In addition to the Administrator setting up access to specific groups and/or Users data, the
Administrator is also responsible for giving access to the different type of data entry events and
profile forms that are used to capture and store different types of data. It is their responsibility
to ensure that the correct data entry forms and permissions are given based on the type of
User accessing/entering data.
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Data Protection Act requirements: Quick GuideData Protection Act requirements: Quick Guide

Each Country has different laws regarding where you can store your data and how you
handle your athlete's and coach's personal information. At all times you need to be mindful
of complying with ALL data protection laws in your country. The following is a quick guide to
some of the steps you can take to ensure you comply with these.

1. Firstly look at whether your country has data protection laws1. Firstly look at whether your country has data protection laws
The Following are just some of the different legislation designed to protect your and yourThe Following are just some of the different legislation designed to protect your and your
athletes/users' data:athletes/users' data:

UK- Data Protection Act 1998UK- Data Protection Act 1998

http://www.ico.gov.uk/for_organisations/data_protection.aspx

Canada -PIPEDACanada -PIPEDA

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-2000-c-5/latest/sc-2000-c-5.html

The EU has the Data Protection DerivativeThe EU has the Data Protection Derivative

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML

SwitzerlandSwitzerland

While Switzerland is not a member of the European Union (EU) or of the European Economic
Area, it has partially implemented the EU Directive on the protection of personal data in 2006
by acceding to the STE 108 agreement of the Council of Europe and a corresponding
amendment of the Federal Data Protection Act.

http://www.admin.ch/ch/e/rs/2/235.1.en.pdf

United StatesUnited States

There are some general legislative policies for the following types of information, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the Children's Online Privacy
Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA), and the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003
(FACTA). However, there is no governing data protection legislation as in the UK. Instead the
United States Department of Commerce created the International Safe Harbor Privacy
Principles certification program in response to the 1995 Directive on Data Protection (Directive
95/46/EC) of the European Commission.[16] Directive 95/46/EC declares in Chapter IV Article 25
that personal data may only be transferred from the countries in the European Economic Area
to countries which provide adequate privacy protection.
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http://www.hipaa.org/

2. Check where you can and cannot store your data, e.g in the2. Check where you can and cannot store your data, e.g in the
UK, US, or Asia?UK, US, or Asia?
Depending on the location of your organisation, we can store your data in the UK, US or Asia:

-If you are in the UK, you can only store your data in the UK

-If you are in the US, you can store your data anywhere as long as it is safe

-If you are in Canada, you cannot store your data in the US (UK is the best option)

3. Do you need to register as a Data Controller?3. Do you need to register as a Data Controller?
In the UK, you may need to register as a Data Controller or a Data Processor.

4. Ensure all of the people in your organisation understand the4. Ensure all of the people in your organisation understand the
importance they need to place on complying with dataimportance they need to place on complying with data
protection requirements. These are some of the policies weprotection requirements. These are some of the policies we
recommend you employrecommend you employ
Data Protection Act components that you should be aware of

Data Processing:

Ensure that you Process the Data only to the extent reasonably necessary and for the purposes
of providing the system;

Take reasonable steps to ensure the reliability of your employees, agents and consultants in
relation to the handling of Data;

Take Appropriate Technical and Organisational Measures to protect the Data against accidental
loss, destruction or damage, theft, use and/or disclosure;

Not cause or permit such Data to be transferred to or be accessible by any third party (other
than employees, agents and consultants appointed and acting in accordance with this clause)
without you prior written consent (which may be given or withheld in its absolute discretion).

Data Use:

Use the Data for the specific purposes for which it was collected.

Not disclose Data to other parties without the consent of the individual whom it is about, unless
authorised by the Data Controller, and/or there is legislation or other overriding legitimate
reason to share the information (for example, the prevention or detection of crime).
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Provide Users with the right to access the information held about them, subject to certain
exceptions (for example, information deemed as classified by the Data Controller).

Keep Personal Data for no longer than is necessary.

Not transmit Personal information outside the Area in which your data protection act
stimulates unless the individual whom it is about has consented or adequate protection is in
place, for example by the use of a prescribed form of contract to govern the transmission of the
data.

Provide Users with the right to make changes to wrong information.

Agree that each User has the right to:

View the data that is held about them. Request that incorrect information be corrected.

Require that data is NOT used in a way which causes damage or distress.

Require that their data is NOT used for direct marketing.

For a number of different data protection acts the individual employee needs to be aware they
could be personally liable for mishandling personal data.

5. Ensure all of your users are aware of the following points.5. Ensure all of your users are aware of the following points.
This can be sent out with the users welcome e-mail and loginThis can be sent out with the users welcome e-mail and login
details.details.
A user needs to know:

1. What data they have access to and why (e.g. the purpose of the system and how they need to
use the data)

2. If data is being captured about an individual, do you have their consent?

3. Never to mishandle personal data

4. That if they have access to personal data/information they are not supposed to they need to
inform their administrator so that it is removed immediately

5. To never share their password and username

6. If they think their username and password has been breached, then contact their
administrator immediately for a password reset

7. That they should always logoff the system when they have finished using it

8. To never leave their computer screen unattended while they are logged in and viewing
someone's data
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9. If they download data from the site (e.g. a pdf report or an excel file) they store it in a
password protected file.

10. If they stop working for the organisation, they should no longer have access to any personal
data and their login should be removed.

11. The type of information, data and templates used in the Software are often unique to each
organisation, and Users need to be ensure they do not disclose information which could breach
their organisation's confidentiality requirements.

6. On your login page, you can set up a special Terms and6. On your login page, you can set up a special Terms and
Conditions that a user needs to accept to ensure they areConditions that a user needs to accept to ensure they are
aware of and that they accept responsibility for handling theaware of and that they accept responsibility for handling the
athlete's dataathlete's data

In addition to specifying important information pertaining to data protection, you can also add
in your own special terms and conditions that a user needs to accept each time they login to
the site. The example here shows that your terms and Conditions for a user can also be posted
on the login page of your site. This is set up in the Builder, on the "Edit Application Details"
Module.
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7. Below is an example of a Generic Terms and Conditions that7. Below is an example of a Generic Terms and Conditions that
you can change to fit your specific needsyou can change to fit your specific needs

THE ORGANISATION’s Terms and ConditionsTHE ORGANISATION’s Terms and Conditions

1.0 Definitions1.0 Definitions

1.1 “Administrator” means the User who has been given the capability to manage the Users for
THE ORGANISATION.

1.2 “Licence” means access is given to the THE ORGANISATION’S Software Site to a User for a
period of 12 months.

1.3 "Personal Data" means any Templates (specific types of data), data, Personal Data or
Information inputted into your Software Site about a User.

1.4 “Role” means to give access to specific types of Personal Data based on the access that is
required to perform your Work Duties for THE ORGANISATION who purchased/obtained your
Licence.

1.5 “Software Site” means the centralised data management website and the installed software,
created to capture, store, track and make the ORGANISATION’s Data available to User’s to
perform their Work Duties.

1.6 "User" means a person who has been granted a non-transferable Licence by the
Administrator to facilitate access to the Software Site.

1.7 “Work Duties” means the duties that you have been assigned as part of your contractual
obligations with the Organisation.

2.0 The Software Site2.0 The Software Site
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The ORGANISATION’s Software Site was created to allow Users to access important Personal
Data about Organisation athletes to enable optimal athlete management and treatment by the
THE ORGANISATION’s Medical, Strength and Conditioning and/or Performance Management
Staff. The Software Site has been created by Organisation to enable Users to track important
injury, illness, medical and lifestyle injury information for the athletes who Users treat, have
contact with and/or manage. The Software Site is set up uniquely for each User to ensure he/
she can only access the athletes and specific types of Data and or Personal Data that he/she
should have access to as part of their Work Duties for THE ORGANISATION.

As a User, you should only have access to the athletes and groups of athletes that you manage
and/or treat, and you should only have access to the specific types of Data that you need to
fulfill your Work Duties for Organisation. Because you will be accessing Personal Data, you need
to handle this data according to any and all data protection laws in your country, for example
the UK Data Protection Act (1998). You are expected to familiarise yourself with the latest Data
Protection policies and procedures, to observe their requirements and to comply with the
following User Obligations whenever you access and use the ORGANISATION’s Software Site.

3.0 You agree to the following User Obligations:3.0 You agree to the following User Obligations:

-To keep your password secure. This includes not writing it down or permitting its use to any
other individual at any time, and immediately notifying your Administrator if you think it has
been breached.

-To ONLY access, use, and process the Personal Data in the Software for the specific purpose
for which you have been granted access (e.g. your Role) and for no other purpose.

-To notify your Administrator immediately if you have access to any Personal Data that you do
not require to perform you Work Duties at your Organisation.

-To always log off the Software System when you leave your computer unattended, and/or
when you are away from your desk by clicking on the logout button, or by closing the installed
version of the software.

-To never disclose or permit access to any Personal Data on the Software Site unless you have
been authorised to make the disclosure.

-To securely store hard copy Personal Data in a locked drawer/cupboard when it is not being
used, and/or when you are away from your desk.

-If you use a public computer, to delete any downloads generated from your use of the
Software from the Downloads directly and the Trash (see section 4.0 below for more details).

-To encrypt and/or use a password to protect all Personal Data that is transferred onto a
different storage device, that would cause damage or distress if lost or stolen.

-To position computer screens away from windows or others to prevent accidental disclosures
of Personal Data.

-To dispose of any documents, resources or printed material securely by shredding them.
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-To use appropriate measures to protect all Personal Data against accidental loss, destruction
or damage, theft, use and/or disclosure.

-To not transmit Personal Data outside the Area in which your Data Protection law/s stipulate
unless the individual whom it is about has consented or adequate protection is in place.

-To provide Users with the right to access the information held about them, subject to certain
exceptions (for example, information deemed as classified by the Data Controller).

-To keep Personal Data for no longer than is necessary, but in line with the expectations of THE
ORGANISATION.

-To correct any incorrect Personal Data on the Software site.

-To never use Personal Data in a way which may cause damage or distress.

-To return any documents, files, copies and all other items containing any Data obtained
through use of the Software Site, back to THE ORGANISATION if/when you are no longer a
licenced User of the Software, because your Licence has expired, or is terminated.

-To make no further use or disclosure of any Data at any time once your Licence expires or is
terminated.

-To acknowledge and accept that in some circumstances, the unauthorised use or disclosure of
personal data may result in a criminal offence for which you may be personally liable and may
also result in claims for compensation from affected individuals.

-To acknowledge and accept that your use of the Software Site may be monitored and your
access may be suspended if you do not comply with the above Obligations.

4.0 Additional obligations when accessing the software from a public computer or from a4.0 Additional obligations when accessing the software from a public computer or from a
computer that is not password protected.computer that is not password protected.

All Medical data can be securely entered, accessed and viewed when you use the software
online or offline. However, each time you create a pdf or csv report in the system or generate a
report that exports data out of the system and this is saved in your internet browsers
DOWNLOADS. It is not protected so it can be opened from the downloads directory by ANYONEit can be opened from the downloads directory by ANYONE
with access to the computer.with access to the computer.

You generate a Download that is stored in the computer’s downloads directory each time you:

1: Open an attachment that is part of any document, or open or edit an attachment that is
attached to a document (e.g the Attachments section of a form),

2: Run an Excel Report on the Excel Reports Module,

3: Generate a “pdf report”, “pdf form report”, “excel report” or run any other type of pdf report
from the Reports Page, Athlete History Page, Print Page, Summary Reports Page, Resources or
Group Summary Report.
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You agree that if you are accessing the software from a public computer or from a computer
that you do not owndo not own and that is notnot password protected, you will:

4.14.1 Not open any attachmentsNot open any attachments, or generate any pdf or csv reports.generate any pdf or csv reports. If you do, the data will be
stored in the downloads and it will be accessible to anyone with access to the computer

Or,

4.24.2 If you have to run a report that creates a download, you MUST go to the downloads history
for the internet browser, Delete the report once you have created it and then you MUST also
empty the Trash as well.

5.0 Acceptance of Your Obligations5.0 Acceptance of Your Obligations

By clicking on the "Login and Accept Terms and Conditions" button on the Login page of the
Software Site, you agree to comply with the User Obligations whenever you access and/or use
the ORGANISATION’s Software Site, or any Personal Data generated from use of the
ORGANISATION’s Software Site including but not limited to reports, downloads, and/or
Resources, and you agree to comply with all of the relevant Data Protection policies,
procedures and protocols of your Country, and any regulations that apply to you by any/all
Professional Bodies that you may be registered with.
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Licences: Licence structure and renewalLicences: Licence structure and renewal
Licences in SMARTABASE are assigned to each user. The licenceLicences in SMARTABASE are assigned to each user. The licence
structure is as followsstructure is as follows
Builder and Admin Licence: Has access to the Builder Site and to the Administration Site

Administration Licence: Has access to the Administration Site

Professional/Staff Licence: Has access to the Application to access athletes' (users in a group)
data

Athlete Licence: has access to enter and view their own data

The licence structure is as follows:The licence structure is as follows:
Athlete Licences are Free*. This Licence provides a users with access to different modules in theAthlete Licences are Free*. This Licence provides a users with access to different modules in the
system and to read/write their own data (that they are given permission for). They cannot entersystem and to read/write their own data (that they are given permission for). They cannot enter
or review data for any other athletes/usersor review data for any other athletes/users

* Some sites such as fitness testing sites may incur a small athlete charge depending on the
way the site is structured. Talk to your distributor for more information

Coach Licences provide your staff and professionals with access to the difference modules inCoach Licences provide your staff and professionals with access to the difference modules in
the system, and access to athletes data (that they are given permission for).the system, and access to athletes data (that they are given permission for). These are priced
differently depending on your currency (ask your distributor about the cost) and based on the
number of licences you purchase. They can be purchased in the following amounts:

Coach licenses ( 1‐10)

Coach licenses (11‐20)

Coach licenses (21+)

Administration Licences allow access to the Administration site to set up groups, users, rolesAdministration Licences allow access to the Administration site to set up groups, users, roles
and permissions and the cost is based on the type of site that you have purchased:and permissions and the cost is based on the type of site that you have purchased:

Coach administrator license bronze

Coach administrator license silver

Coach administrator license gold

Builder Licences allow access to the Builder and Administration site to build and update theBuilder Licences allow access to the Builder and Administration site to build and update the
structure of the forms and the site, and to set up groups, users, roles and permissions. The coststructure of the forms and the site, and to set up groups, users, roles and permissions. The cost
is based on the type of site that you have purchased:is based on the type of site that you have purchased:

Builder plus Admin Bronze
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Builder plus Admin Silver

Builder plus Admin Gold

For a Current List of Prices contact you SMARTABASE distributorFor a Current List of Prices contact you SMARTABASE distributor

Licence Fees coverLicence Fees cover
Professional/Staff Licences include:Professional/Staff Licences include:

Free updates for the modules and features that you have available on your application

11Gb's of storage and transfers per Professional/Coach/Admin Licences

1000 text messages on silver and gold sites across all Professional Licences

E-mail support

Builder and Admin Licences include:Builder and Admin Licences include:

Free updates to all new releases and enhancements on the Builder and Administration site

Initial support and training via phone/skype

On-going E-mail support

Administration Licences include:Administration Licences include:

Free updates to all new releases and enhancements on the Administration site

Initial support and training via phone/skype

On-going E-mail support

Licences are for 12 monthsLicences are for 12 months
Each Licence covers a 12 month period from data of issue, or if you purchase a licence pro-rate
then it will be for the pro-rate period. An organisation purchases the required amount of
licences when the site goes live (after sign off and acceptance). Four weeks before the end of
the 12 month period you will receive notification to renew your licences.

Purchasing additional licences can be done at any time byPurchasing additional licences can be done at any time by
contacting your distributorcontacting your distributor
You can purchase additional licences at any time, and these are based on the type of licence
that you are purchasing and you will be charged at a monthly pro-rate based for the period of
time until your licence fees are due. For example, if you purchase 10 additional Coach Licences
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6 months after you go live, you only pay for 6 months. Then, the yearly amount for these
additional 10 licences is added to your original licence fee invoice so that payment is covered
with one simple invoice.

Transferring Ownership of the LicenceTransferring Ownership of the Licence
The Builder and Administration licences can be transferred to a new User if a Builder or Admin
leaves during the licence period.

Professional Licences cannot be transferred because any data entered by the professional will
be linked to that users name. If a coach leaves during the licence period, they the licence cannot
be transferred. A new user will need to purchase an additional licence pro-rate.

Additional FeesAdditional Fees
If you are nearing you limit for storage and transfer fees or even for text messages, will will alert
you and look at the best option to ensure you have the most cost effective option moving
forwards.
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	Understanding the Builder-Administration Site- Application Relationship
	Understand the flow of information from the Builder Site to the Application Site via Permissions on the Admin Site
	Before you begin developing your site and creating forms you need to understand how the three different sites relate.
	The Builder Site is where all of the data capture forms (Event forms, Profile forms and Databases) are created. The data flow and background colours that appear for each field and even the performance summary dashboards are set up here as well
	You can create forms to track almost any kind of data using the Form builder (shown in the image here)
	On the Builder you can create as many event forms as you require. Then to access them on the application, you need to set up access to them using the Administration Site
	The access to each event/profile forms and the modules (e.g. Excel Reports, Athlete History Module etc) that can be used on the Application Site is set by Roles in the administration Site.
	You can create multiple types of Roles and each one is set up to reflect the unique access needs of that type of user
	Within EACH Role you set access (read, write and delete) to some or all of the Events and Profile Forms that you create on the Builder.
	Administration Site-Groups: Each User is also assigned to be a user IN a group (athlete), or as a Coach OF a group (staff). This set whether they can access only their own data or an entire group of athlete's data.
	Application Site: Any events that a user has been give write access to will be available to enter data into on the Enter Data module. The events are based on their permissions they are given in their Role/Roles permissions.
	The System permissions (Modules) that a user access on the Application Site are also set using the Roles in the Administration site.
	On the application the System Permissions that are issued in a users Role/Roles (on the Administration Site) are available for the users to use when they login.
	Users will ONLY be able to access the athlete's data they they have been given permission for view (e.g. as a coach of a group), and athletes can only access their own data.
	Remember that EACH change you make to an event form, profile form or database in the BUILDER site, will be instantly applied to that event, profile, database in the actual application.. even if a user is logged into the site


	10 Point Checklist when you build your forms
	The Builder Check List
	This is an example of a form that needs additional optimisation on the builder.
	1. In your Event Form set the most important fields (8-10 fields from your form) as default show in tables, and set ALL other field to default show in tables=false. You can also set 1-2 fields as Summary fields and/or 1-2 fields as Calendar Summary fields
	2. For EACH field/question set up as much detail as possible: e.g. higher values are best, format:0.00, default values, row width and ALWAYS abbreviate long field names
	3. Set up the Sections properties: If setting up visibility filters speeds up data entry then hide questions that are not needed. Think about what section layout settings you can use to take up less room and have it clearer on the page
	4. Set up the Form Properties: Do you need to print, lock etc?
	5. Preview what you have created using the Preview button
	6. Give permission on the Administration site to the event or profile form (and any other forms or database that link into that form)
	7. Go to the Application site and Enter in new data into that event/profile. Check that the fields appear correctly, are they off the side of the page, are they spelled correctly. Have you given yourself all of the necessary permissions?
	8. Look at the athlete history, sidebar, calendar AND recent entries page to see how the data is displayed. Are the abbreviations OK, are the column widths optimal?
	9. To test your form also Run a Summary Report, set up a Report on the Reports page with some filters, and also Check that Excel Reports/Report templates can be adhered to using the current form structure
	10. Make any necessary changes back on the builder and then run through step 1-9 again.. Spending time getting it right will save time later on and ensure users can track, access and actually use their data well.


	Testing, getting sign off and then making each form available for the correct Users
	Using a Technical Lead and getting sign off for the data capture forms you create
	1. Show them the form one to one on your login. Have a brief run through to check the fields, field names, and the important summary fields etc by entering in test data for a test athlete
	2. Make any preliminary changes to the form fields and properties in the Builder
	3. Set up a login and a role (and then test that ) for the technical lead so they can access that form (and any forms that link to it, or databases that are included in it) and send the login to them with access details
	4. Get them to login and enter data as though they were entering for an actual athlete. They must enter a minimum of three entries to get a feel for the data capture, athlete history, sidebar modules.
	5. Get them to document any changes (written or e-mailed) and then update the form accordingly (you can do this with the lead beside you to speed up the process). Then get them to test the form again by entering in new data or updating the existing test data
	6. After confirmation of the form and data flow, have another session with the technical lead to go over any performance standards, performance alerts or front page reports (e.g. injury reports or actions to compete) that need to be set up
	7. Now set up access to that form for other users on the system who require it by setting up new users and roles, or adding the event form into an existing role that also needs access to this form.


	Going "Live" with the site.
	The 9 Step guide to sending out login information
	1. Login into the actual site and double check the forms, data flow etc by entering in data for a test group of athletes. If you can't work out the data flow, your users won't be able to either!!
	2. Set up your Groups and Roles so that your group structure is exactly as you require it, and so each user can access the right athletes (groups), events (data permissions) and modules (system permissions)
	3. Import your athletes into the system into their role/s and group/s, or add existing athletes on the system into the correct Groups and Roles
	4. Import you professionals into the system and ensure they have access to the correct Groups, or add existing staff as Coaches to Groups and ensure they have the correct Role/s
	5. ALWAYS give each professional access to an extra "Test Group" of athletes so they can enter in testing data. Login using a user's login details to test the access they have, and set up any necessary front page reports
	6. Write out your Welcome and Login information detailing why the site was created, the address, their login details, privacy and data protection act requirements, and who to contact if they need assistance
	7. Send out logins via e-mail, or give them to each users individually if you are having a group training session
	8. Ensure each user knows how to login, change their password, enter data for the test group and how to change to their actual athletes when they become familiar with the system.
	9. Send out a follow up e-mail within 1-2 weeks to see how the users are progressing and check if they need help.


	Security information, Location of Data storage and Licence Structure and Renewal
	Data storage location, transfer and storage limits and security
	The Cloud: SMARTABASE utilise one of the most secure hosting infrastructures to store your data safely and in a location to help meet your data protection needs.
	Up Times and Availability for Amazon and For SMARTABASE
	What type of security do you have when you transfer data to and from the system?
	Self Hosting for some customers
	Storage and Transfer are allocated per professional user, with 11Gb's per year included as part of each professional's yearly licence fee (Amazon Hosting)
	Additional Bandwidth is available to store/transfer large volumes of data if/when you need it
	Ownership of the Data and Access to the Data
	The Importance of your Administration Licence: Access and security to specific type of entry forms and athlete's data

	Data Protection Act requirements: Quick Guide
	1. Firstly look at whether your country has data protection laws
	2. Check where you can and cannot store your data, e.g in the UK, US, or Asia?
	3. Do you need to register as a Data Controller?
	4. Ensure all of the people in your organisation understand the importance they need to place on complying with data protection requirements. These are some of the policies we recommend you employ
	5. Ensure all of your users are aware of the following points. This can be sent out with the users welcome e-mail and login details.
	6. On your login page, you can set up a special Terms and Conditions that a user needs to accept to ensure they are aware of and that they accept responsibility for handling the athlete's data
	7. Below is an example of a Generic Terms and Conditions that you can change to fit your specific needs

	Licences: Licence structure and renewal
	Licences in SMARTABASE are assigned to each user. The licence structure is as follows
	The licence structure is as follows:
	Licence Fees cover
	Licences are for 12 months
	Purchasing additional licences can be done at any time by contacting your distributor
	Transferring Ownership of the Licence
	Additional Fees



